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What artist has not once dreamt of being able to share some miles in a car in the company of Ed
Ruscha? At least to be able to share his sense of observation. Difficult indeed, it is to find
someone more expert than the American is on automobiles, he who photographs since the sixties
landscapes and objects across California. Allusions to the leitmotif of Beat Generation writers,
which became a certain cult despite their banality, some within this series, but also multiple
prints and artists’ books, are on show at Gagosian Gallery in Paris. This is a rarity.
Today at 77 years old Ruscha is still so taken by road trip culture, that he continues to draw,
photograph and take notes while driving in Los Angeles or in the Californian desert. Neither
documentaries nor completely artistic, they are somewhat inspired by the recipe for readymades
concocted by Duchamp, these clichés or palm trees, facades of houses, lines of cars or gasoline
cans that cover the walls have the power of images that lack immediate effect; absurd and
aesthetically neutral. Flirting with pop, conceptual before its time, Ruscha practiced photography
simply as a hobby accompanied his paintings. His famous and wonderful Standard Stations with
their escaping lines and low-angled perspective, or his Hollywood hills bathed in an orange sky
and purple pollution, signal the breakthrough that was made at the time of the photos that are the
origin of this piece. The reality has been enhanced, the words and the places answer to one
another to open the door to a fantasy of a new genre, almost esoteric and manufactured.
All just as grand are the aphorisms and other cryptic phrases appended on great open and austere
skies that take Ruscha’s oeuvre even further in this direction. “Cold Beer and Beautiful Girls”
proclaims one of them in a perfectly Dadaist spirit. And if the photographs of the American
display the ordinary without any style, aside from being evidence of demographic, cultural, and
economic evolution of the West Coast, they possess, once combined, a narrative and cinematic
power that is astonishing. A road-trip movie with the voice of Wilson Pickett where the riffs of
Chuck Berry could accompany the rhythm of the passing landscapes, parking lots and highway
signs, pin-ups stuck onto the metal, gothic signs and typographies.

A pioneer, Edward Ruscha is equally involved in the history of publishing. His first artist book,
the famous Twenty Six Gasoline Stations, sold at 3.50 dollars when it came out in 1963, it was
also the first of its kind. From Pop art to Conceptual art, from graphics to cinema, the list of
artists that claim him as an influence is very long. All of them, clearly could not have attained
this adroit and delicate mix of conceptual rigor, melancholy and a sense of humor just as
singular.

